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Congratulations on your purchase of 
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Greywater is lightly soiled water from showers and baths that is suitable for reuse when properly treated.  
Normally, greywater goes down the drain and mixes with blackwater (heavily soiled water from toilets 
or kitchen sinks) which then travels to the municipal sewage treatment plant or to a septic system.  The 
Recover system captures the greywater before it leaves the building, applies filtration and adds a small 
amount of chlorine for disinfection.  The greywater is then stored in a tank to be used to flush toilets.

Toilet flushing is the most suitable application for greywater since, in most homes the volume of water 
used to flush toilets closely matches the volume of greywater produced from bathing. This allows for a 
smaller tank size since all the greywater generated is used in a short period of time.

The amount of fresh water that can be saved depends on the volume and frequency of greywater 
produced and the number of times the toilet is flushed.  A typical family of four could save up to 100,000  
litres of water a year.
Dollar savings is amplified since you will reduce your indoor water use by up to 30%*, and also save the 
same amount on your municipal sewer bill.

*  Based on supplying all toilet flush water with greywater.
 Source AWWA Residential End Users of Water - 1999
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For too many years, toilets have 
been flushed with water treated to 
drinking water standards.   
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s Please read through and understand all warnings below 
before installing and set-up of the Recover system.
WARNING Read and follow all instructions in this owner’s manual and on the equipment.
Failure to follow instructions can cause severe injury and/or death or property damage.

WARNING Installation and service must be performed by a qualified installer or service agency.

WARNING Ensure the installation is in compliance with local plumbing and electrical codes.

WARNING Improper installation, adjustment, alteration, service, or maintenance can cause injury or property
damage. Refer to this manual. For assistance or additional information, consult a qualified installer or service 
agency.

Risk of Electric Shock
WARNING To reduce the risk of electric shock, unplug system before performing service.

WARNING To reduce the risk of electric shock, do NOT use an extension cord to connect unit to electric supply.
Provide a properly located electrical receptacle. 

Chlorinator Warnings
WARNING Use only slow dissolving Trichlor Chlorine tablets.

WARNING Never use fast dissolving Trichlor Chlorine tablets.

DANGER Never mix Trichlor Chlorine tablets with Calcium Hypochlorite, or with any other form of concentrated
chlorine or other chemicals. Fire and/or explosion may result.  Never add any other types of chlorine, pH adjusters, 
or water treatment products through the chlorinator. 

WARNING Wear eye and skin protection while maintaining or servicing the chlorinator.

WARNING Do not inhale fumes from the chlorinator or chemical container.

WARNING Use caution removing cover. Chlorine feeder may be under pressure.

REFILLING CHORINATOR
WARNING Wear eye and skin protection while maintaining or servicing the chlorinator.
1. Unplug the greywater system from the electrical outlet
2. Wait one minute to relieve system pressure before attempting to remove cover.
3. Remove cover.
4. Refill chlorine feeder with slow dissolving Trichlor-Chlorine Tablets.
5. Secure cover to chlorine feeder and sufficiently tighten to prevent leakage.
6. Reconnect the power supply

General Warnings
• Use care when handling or moving the greywater system and ensure the tank and system components

are not damaged
• After servicing or installing the system, ensure all of the covers are securely fastened to prevent foreign objects

from entering the system.
• System runs on 24VDC power. Ensure the power supply is plugged into an indoor 110-120/220V 50-60 Hz AC power 

supply.
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Treatment 
and storage
After the greywater is filtered, a small amount of chlorine is added to kill any potential viruses or bacteria present 
in the water.  The Recover system is unique in that it has a self-cleaning filter.  This feature eliminates manual 
cleaning and saves water since it utilizes greywater during the filter clean cycle.
If the greywater goes unused for a period of 48hrs, it is automatically purged to the sewer drain in order to 
maintain optimal freshness in the tank.

Toilet Supplying

Safety - Backflow Protection

The plumbing lines to the toilet(s) are run directly from the Recover system and are separate from the potable 
water supply lines.  The greywater supply lines are typically purple coloured pipe to indicate it is non potable water.
When a toilet is flushed, an efficient pump supplies the greywater to refill the toilet tank.  Over the course of a year, 
the pump uses less than $4.00 worth of electricity (at 10¢ per kWh) to operate*.

According to plumbing codes, alternate water systems within a home must be protected against backflow, 
meaning that the treated greywater cannot potentially mix with the potable water system.  The Recover 
System includes an integrated air gap device for the protection of the potable water system.  In addition to 
the air gap, your local municipality may require the use of a backflow protection device on the potable city 
water supply as a means of isolating the home from the city system.

Greywater 
Capture
To capture greywater, the drain pipes in 
the home connected to the showers and 
baths must be separate from the toilet or 
sink drain pipes.  It is best to run greywater 
plumbing when a home is being built or 
renovated, but it is possible for a qualified 
plumber to retrofit an existing building.

During a shower or after a bath, the 
greywater flows down the drain and into 
the Recover system.  The greywater passes 
through a filter and is stored in the tank.
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* Based on 3rd party electrical usage study
Ryerson University - 2015
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Design Toilet Leak 
Detection

Smart 
Technology

The Recover® system tank is 
optimized for the average 
household. It conveniently 
fits through 24” doorways and 
leaves a compact footprint in the 
mechanical room. 

Did you know that up to 13%1 of 
household water use is attributed to 
leaks?  The Recover system can tell 
if there is a leaky toilet flapper or fill 
valve and will notify the homeowner.

Recover® system learns your toilet tank size 
to optimize water savings if make-up 
water is needed.

Auto-Away mode
Auto-Away mode preserves 
water freshness and conserves 
water and energy while you are 
away. 

Tank Clean Cycle 
The Recover® system also consists of a 
Tank Clean Cycle which automatically 
empties and rinses the tank every 2 days.

Low Maintenance
The Recover® system is designed for reliability and ease of 
maintenance. The self-cleaning filter is maintenance free,  
and disinfectant top-up is required every 4 to 6 months.

Eco-Friendly
The Recover® system has been created to be eco-friendly in many ways; there is recycled 
content used in plastic components, is no Styrofoam used in product packaging and the 
system has a low electrical consumption. 

Savings
By supplying greywater for toilet flushing, the Recover® system can save the average 
homeowner up to 30%2 of their water bill. Since less fresh water is supplied to the home 
there is also less waste water going into the sewer system from the home, lowering 
wastewater costs by the same amount. 
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up the recover 
unit familiarize 
yourself with 
the components 
shown here.

Dye 
Reservoir
(Optional 
Feature)

By-Pass 
Valve

Filter Box 
Lid

Chlorine 
Chamber

Tank

Lid (removable by hand)

Control 
Panel

Tank Access 
Opening

Filter

Filter Box

Tank Access 
Lid
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installed and connected to the 
plumbing system, ensure that the 
system remains un-plugged.

If you have the dye option 
Designated by part number 
901000-D, open the dye reservoir 
and  CAREFULLY add 8 oz (approx. 
250ml 1” below the top of the cap) 
of dye to the reservoir.  Please use 
gloves as the dye easily stains skin 
and clothing (note, the dye is 
non-toxic).

* The use of dye is an optional 
visual protection against cross 
contamination of greywater in 
the potable water system.

Open the cap and add 1” Chlorine 
Tablets or 3” pucks.
Use high quality Trichlor tablets  
(Trichloroisocyanuric acid or 
Trichloro-s-triazinetrione) with 
minimum 90% available chlorine 
content.

Replace Chlorinator cover.

2.

1.

3.

Dye Reservoir

Chlorine 
Chamber
Cap

CAUTION: REFILLING 
CHORINATOR 
WARNING Wear eye and skin protection while 
maintaining or servicing the chlorinator.

1. Unplug the greywater system from the 
 electrical outlet.
2. Wait one minute to relieve system pressure  
 before attempting to remove cover. 
3. Remove cover. 
4. Refill chlorine feeder with slow dissolving  
 Trichlor-Chlorine Tablets. 
5. Secure cover to chlorine feeder and   
 sufficiently tighten to prevent leakage. 
6. Reconnect the power supply.
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4A. Check the position of the bypass valve 
handle, ensure it is in the out/open position. 
This position allows the greywater to enter 
the tank.

4B. Check the position of the purge valve 
handle, ensure that it is in the in/closed 
position. Opening this valve will completely 
drain the tank contents.
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To Sewer

O
N4.

5.
Run the Greywater source 
(shower or bath) for about 5 
minutes to partially fill the tank, 
this will ensure the pump does 
not pump air.

OPENCLOSED

OPENCLOSED
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Ensure the ‘greywater out’ line is 
connected to the toilet(s) and that 
the valve to the toilet cistern is in the 
ON position.

Cold water supply line

Greywater out line

Ensure the cold water supply (CWS) 
line is connected and that the valve 
is in the ON position.

(Valve not included)
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Ensure toilet 
cistern valve 

is ON

6.

7.
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Cold water supply line

Greywater out line

Next, plug in the system to an outlet of 
110-120/220 VAC, 50-60 Hz – the pump should 
now come on to pressurize the lines to the 
toilet(s).  

Note: A dedicated 15A circuit is recommended.

The water refill may come on for a moment 
depending on the water level in the tank.
NOTE - Visually inspect for any leaks in the 
plumbing lines and connections, refer to the 
troubleshooting guide on pg. 16 if any leaks 
are detected.

Flush each toilet connected to the Recover 
system 2 times beginning with the toilet 
closest to the system (9A.) to the furthest 
toilet (9B.).  This will clear any air from the 
plumbing system.

NOTE – if the pump cycles on and off while 
filling or after filling the toilet tank, please refer 
to the trouble shooting guide on pg. 16.

(9A.) First 
flush toilet 
closest to the 
system 2 times

(9B.) Second 
closest toilet 
flush 2 times 
next etc.
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ns8.

9.
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Activating the display 
Pressing any of the keypad buttons 
will illuminate the display. Next, 
press  ‘MENU’          on the control 
panel to Set the language by 
pressing the               up or down 
arrows.

Confirm your selection by pressing 
the check mark        this will also 
advance you through the menu.

Set Current Time
Using the up/down arrows               
to select the hour followed by the 
check mark         then the minutes 
followed by the check-mark       
Note: cycle past 12:00 to set 
AM/PM.

Set Display Units 
This will display the volume of 
water saved in either gallons or 
litres press up or down arrows                      
               and then the 
checkmark        to confirm. 

Set Purge Time
This should occur when the 
Greywater tank is at its lowest 
daily water level (for example 
prior to the system receiving 
water from a shower or bath), the 
default is 3:00am.
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Set Language
English

Set Time
9:08 am

Set Purge Time
8:00 am

Set Display Units
Litres

10.

11.

12.

13.
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Set Chlorine Level 
 It is recommended to set at level 2, after 
1 month of use, if toilets require more 
frequent cleaning, this can be increased.  
Alternately, if there is an undesirable 
chlorine smell, this can be reduced.  

Press the up and down buttons to choose 
the desired level then press the check mark 
to confirm.

Set Dye (if included) 
If  ‘ON’ is selected, this will dye the water 
a slight blue colour as a means to visually 
prevent cross contamination. Selecting 
‘OFF’ will not add dye to the water. 

Press check-mark to confirm.

Set Dye Level to ‘1’ (if included)  
If you find that the water in the toilet is 
not blue enough, you can increase the dye 
level to the optimum level (increased dye 
levels will deplete dye more rapidly).

Press check-mark to confirm level.

Lastly, when the display prompts ‘Reset 
Default’ simply select        to confirm ‘NO.’

Now the unit should display the current 
time, ‘Status OK’, and the volume of 
water saved.  The system will now begin 
to function automatically.

Set Chlorine Level
Level 2

Set Dye On/Off
On

Set Dye Level
1

Idle  9:00 AM
Water Saved  0L

14.

15.

16.

17.
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CAUTION: REFILLING 
CHORINATOR 
WARNING Wear eye and skin protection 
while maintaining or servicing the 
chlorinator.

1. Unplug the greywater system from the 
 electrical outlet.
2. Wait one minute to relieve system pressure  
 before attempting to remove cover. 
3. Remove cover. 
4. Refill chlorine feeder with slow dissolving  
 Trichlor-Chlorine Tablets. 
5. Secure cover to chlorine feeder and   
 sufficiently tighten to prevent leakage. 
6. Reconnect the power supply.

Adding Chlorine 
The system will remind you to check the chlorine at approximately 2 month intervals

Adding Dye 
The system will remind you to check the dye (if included) based on the number of times the 
toilet has been flushed. It is best to add the dye before the reservoir is drained completely so 
that the dye line does not need to be purged of air bubbles.
 
1. Unscrew the dye reservoir cap and slowly add the recommended dye to the reservoir
2. Add the dye in small amounts at a time to ensure the reservoir does not overflow
3. The level of dye in the reservoir should be approximately 1” below the top of the cap
4. If the dye does not return to the toilets after one day’s use, the dye line will need to be purged.

Dye Line Purging Instructions 
 
1. Hold the ‘Down’ and ‘Check Mark’ for 3 seconds
2. Select ‘Yes’ to purge the dye line
3. Open the tank purge valve to clear excess dye from the tank
4. Follow the screen prompts to clear the 
 ‘Manual Purge Valve’ alarm 
5. Close the tank purge valve

Chlorine 
Chamber 
Cap

Dye Reservoir

If you have the dye option. 
Please use gloves as the dye 
easily stains skin and clothing 
(note, the dye is non-toxic).

* The use of dye is an optional 
visual protection against cross 
contamination of greywater in 
the potable water system.
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Tank Cleaning
If the system has run out of chlorine for a period of 
time, the inside of the tank may need to be cleaned 
to remove buildup.
1. Remove the four screws holding the Tank Access Cover
2. Using a brush on a pole or extension, gently scrub the walls  
 of the tank and rinse with water. No cleaning   
 chemicals are required to remove the buildup 
3. Replace the Tank Access Cover 

15

Filter 
Box Lid

Filter

Front Base 
Shroud

Pre-Filter Cover

Hard Water
Water high in calcium carbonate or lime can impact the maintenance frequency of the Recover 
system. When warm water from the shower sits in the storage tank, calcium can settle out onto the 
bottom of the tank and accumulate in the pump pre filter.
The usage of water softening equipment greatly reduces the hardness of the water and can reduce cleaning; however, 
this equipment does not always eliminate all water hardness. For this reason it is recommended the pump pre-filter 
initially be inspected monthly to determine the rate of solids accumulation. If no accumulation is noted after one year, 
it is recommended to check the filter on an annual basis.

Note – clogging of the pump pre-filter can 
result in reduced pump life and ongoing 
error codes and system issues such as:
• A Valve Did Not Open
• Pump Overrun Fault
• Extended toilet refill times (past 1.5 minutes)

Instructions for Cleaning
1.  Unplug the Recover system
2.  Completely drain the tank using 
 the Tank Purge Valve 
3.  Remove the front base shroud
4.  Locate the pump pre-filter and remove the 
 cover (turn counter clockwise)
5.  Remove the mesh screen and clean under running water
6.  Replace the mesh screen
7.  Ensure the orange O-ring is in place on the pump side of the housing
8.  Replace and tighten the cover
9.  Close the tank purge valve
10.  Plug the system back in (water refill will begin)
11.  Inspect for leaks and tighten pre-filter cover if necessary 
12.  Replace base shroud Tank Access Opening

Filter Cleaning
In some instances the greywater filter efficiency may be 
reduced due to buildup as a result of hard water. The usage 
of water softening equipment greatly reduces the hardness 
of the water and prevents scale buildup.
1. Remove the 6 screws holding the Filter Box Lid. 
2. Open the filter box lid and remove the screen filter. 
3. Ensure there is no physical damage to the filter. 
4. Check the flow through the filter by running it under a faucet
5. If required,clean the filter screen using a mild solution 
 of water and vinegar or product like CLR. 
6. Replace the filter and the filter box lid. 
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                                                      Troubleshooting Guide.

Toilet will not refill when flushed
Since the system relies on a pump to supply greywater to the toilets, lack of water to the toilet means that the pump is 
not running. Check to ensure the power is on and that the system is plugged in. A blank display will indicated power is off. 
Next reset any errors or alarms (see page 16) if displayed. If the problem persists call your certified service technician.

System is too loud 
Most of the noise associated with pumping greywater is generated from vibrations transferred through the delivery 
piping system.  This can be remedied by properly securing pipes as well as adding pipe insulation to prevent vibrations in 
troublesome areas. If the system gets progressively louder, you may need to add air pressure to the accumulator tank.  See 
page 16.

If the purging feature is bothersome during sleeping hours, the purge time can be changed to occur at a more appropriate 
time.  It is always recommended that the purge occur between the last likely toilet flush of the day and the first shower/
bath.

Pump cycles rapidly at the end of the toilet fill cycle
In some older toilets, the fill valve (ballcock) will only allow a trickle of water near the end of the fill cycle.  
It is recommended that a newer style fill valve be installed with a “snap-action shut off.”

Pressure Assist Toilets
Pressure assist style toilets require the addition of a pre-charge 2 gallon (7.6L) pressure tank as these toilets limit the flow 
rate as they approach line pressure. See page 22 and 23 for details.

Pump cycles on/off while the toilet is filling
Over time, mineral deposits can form in the waterway of the toilet supply valve, supply line strainer screen or in the toilet 
fill valve (ballcock).  These restrictions can cause inadequate flow rates to the toilet and will result in unwanted pump 
cycling.  It is recommended that these components be inspected and replaced if required.  In most cases, the fill valve is 
the most restricted component.

Pump continues to cycle periodically when no toilet has been flushed
Leaky Toilet Flush Valve (Flapper)
The most likely cause of periodic pump cycling is a leaky toilet flapper.  In the case of a leaky toilet flapper, the pump will 
come on and run for 5-10sec to refill the toilet tank.  Inspect and replace the flapper if required.

Toilet Water Level
Periodic pump cycling can also be caused if the water level in the toilet tank is too high.  This causes the water to slowly 
drain down the overflow pipe and will result in more frequent pump cycling or in some cases, the pump may run 
continuously. Adjust the fill valve float to shut off below the tank overflow.

Plumbing Leak
Periodic pump cycling may also occur if there is a small leak in the plumbing lines.  Check for small puddles of water which 
may form slowly over time.

Pump Check Valve
The last and least likely cause of periodic pump cycling is failure of the pump check valve.  This can be identified by turning 
off the supply valves at each toilet tank, and ensuring there are no leaks in the plumbing lines.  If the pump continues to 
cycle, it may need to be serviced. 

Toilet Water is Cloudy
Contaminated Water
The quality of the toilet water is directly related to the water quality entering the greywater system.  It is recommended 
that the system be bypassed by closing the bypass valve (See Step 4 Figure 4A) during any of the following activities:

• Dying Hair
• Washing pets
• Cleaning the shower or bathtub with chemical cleaners
• Clothes washing
• Heavily soiled water (for example draining mop water)
• Excess use of bath products such as bubbles, salts or scrubs

If you believe foreign contamination has entered the system, it is best to manually purge the tank by opening the purge 
valve (See Step 4 Figure 4B) to preserve the water quality.

Filter Maintenance
Your system is equipped with a self-cleaning filter that does not require maintenance.  This filter does require annual 
inspection to ensure it is not damaged or clogged.  While running the greywater source (bath or shower), open the filter box 
lid (See page 6) to inspect the filter, ensuring the majority of the greywater permeates through the filter into the tank.  It is 
normal for a small amount of water to trickle off the bottom of the filter.  Ensure there are no holes or rips in the filter screen.
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Troubleshooting Guide

Toilet water smells or has floating particles after toilet flush
If the chlorine level is too low or the chlorine has been depleted, a bacterial film may form inside the back of 
the toilet tank which may detach and be visible in the toilet bowl after flushing.  In addition, the water may 
have a foul smell.

First ensure there is adequate chlorine in the chlorinator (See Maintenance section).  If chlorine is present, 
increase the chlorine level from the display menu (See Step 14).  Once the adjustment is made, it is best to use 
a brush to remove the film from the toilet tank followed by 2 or 3 flushes.

Strong chlorine smell
It may be necessary to lower the chlorine level if a strong chlorine smell is present after a toilet flush.  This can 
be done from the display menu (See Step 14).  In addition, ensure there are no additional chlorine additives in 
the toilet tank or in the toilet bowl.

Dye Colour
If the blue dye in the toilets is too light or not present, you may need to add dye to the reservoir (See Step 2) 
or subsequently, increase the dye level from the display menu (See Step 4).
If preferred, the dye can be turned off from the display menu (See Step 15).
Adding a chlorine based additive to the toilet tank is not advised since it may cause the blue dye to turn a 
grey or pinkish colour.

Water Refill occurs periodically when no toilets have been flushed
The water refill normally comes on after the greywater has been used and the tank water level drops below 
the minimum level during toilet flushing.  The water refill will top-up the tank to a minimum level required to 
continue flushing toilets until additional greywater is received.

The water refill will also occur directly after the system has completed the 48hr purge cycle (See Page 5).

If the water refill occurs periodically when no toilets have been flushed, it may indicate that the manual 
purge valve (See Step 4 Figure 4B) is slightly open or is leaking.  Completely open and then close the purge 
valve 3-4 times and then firmly close the valve.  If the tank continues to refill, the purge valve may need to be 
replaced.  Call your certified service technician who will identify and solve the problem.

System appears to be leaking
Each system is factory leak tested.  If you suspect a minor leak, thoroughly dry the area and see if the puddle 
returns.  Call your certified service technician who will identify and solve the problem. In some instances the 
tank may sweat with condensation in which case a room dehumidifier is recommended.

If the system appears to have a major leak, immediately unplug the system, close the bypass valve (See Step 
4 Figure 4A) and contact an emergency plumber.  Ensure there is a clear path from the system to the floor 
drain.
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                                                  Troubleshooting Guide  - Alarms Guide

Alarms

Check Chlorine
This alarm is a timed notification to check the chlorine level.  Please read the chlorination refill 
procedure (Page 8).  Follow the display prompts to reset the reminder.

Manual Purge Condition
This alarm happens when the manual purge valve has been opened to rapidly drain the tank contents.  Once 
this valve has been opened, it will need to be securely closed prior to resetting the error.  Follow the display 
prompts to reset the error. 

Pump Run-time
The pump run-time error automatically turns off the pump if it has run continuously for more than 20 minutes.  
This can happen if the tank runs dry while the pump is running, or if there is a failure of the plumbing system or 
from a toilet which causes the pump to run continuously.

A pump run-time error can also occur if toilets are continually flushed before they completely fill. 

Ensure the tank has water in it prior to resetting the error.  Follow the display prompts to reset the error.

If the error occurs following the reset, please contact your certified service technician.

A Valve Did Not Open
A valve error occurs when the system detects one of the solenoid valves has failed to open.  Follow the display 
prompts to reset the error and if the error occurs following the reset, please contact your certified service 
technician.

Tank Overflow
A tank overflow alarm occurs when the water level in the tank exceeds the overflow level.  Unplug the system 
and open the purge valve immediately to drain the tank.  Please call your certified service technician. 

Pressure Sensor Hi/Lo
This error indicates a failure of the pressure sensor which will not allow the system to function properly.  Please 
contact your certified service technician.

CWS Valve Error
This error indicates a failure of the CWS valve to close properly.  Immediately close the CWS ball valve (See Step 
7) and unplug the system.  Please contact your certified service technician.

Toilet flush valve leak detected
This error indicates that one of the toilets connected 
to the system may have a leaky toilet flapper or flush 
valve.  Inspect the toilets and replace the component 
as necessary. 

Toilet flush valve leak detected
This error indicates that the toilet fill valve may be 
overfilling the toilet tank, causing water to leak 
down the overflow.  Inspect and correct the water 
level height in the toilets.

Alarm Reset
Press and hold the            and              together for 

10 seconds to reset once error has been identified.
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Dimensions: 
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Pressure Connections: ½” CTS quick connect fittings 
suitable for use with copper, CPVC or PEX piping 

Cross Connection Control Features:
Built-in air gap for potable make-up water connection

• 26mm air gap, compliant with plumbing codes
• Vented to atmosphere
• Overflow Protection
• Tamper resistant

Outlet water dyed light blue for visual indication 
(NSF certified dye required)

Tank Purge Frequency: 48hrs

System Alarms: Audible and Visual indicators 
with auto shut-off protection for the following alarms:

• Tank overflow
• Valve stuck open/closed
• Pump over-run (exceeding 20min)
• Annual maintenance required
• Refill chlorine tablets
• Refill dye liquid
• Emergency tank drain
• Tank refill valve
• Toilet flush valve leak
• Toilet fill valve leak

Specifications
Dimensions: 61” x 22” x 19”
Weight: 80lb (when empty)
Tank Storage Volume: 200 L
Power Requirements: 15A, 115/220V AC plug 
outlet required System runs on 24V DC power with 
onboard AC to DC 6.5A power converter 
Certifications:                     Certified to CSA B128.1/2 
Pump: 24V DC pump, thermally protected, 65 PSI 
max output pressure, UL certified, built-in check valve 
Pumped Discharge: 3.6 GPM max
Filtration: Gravity fed 100 micron, self-cleaning 
filter element
Disinfectant: Trichlor tablets, 3” diameter, 
slow dissolving (pool pucks)
Drain Connections: all connections 2” Schedule 40 
(DWV) with mechanical rubber coupling (included) 
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Front Bezel Assembly 
(Includes Controller)

PN: 911105

Filter Lid Assembly
PN: 911086

Spray Nozzle
PN: 901080

Filter Screen Assembly
PN: 911088

Cold Water Sypply (CWS) Valve
PN: 911051-CWS

Access Panel Assembly
PN: 911085

Replacement Liquid Dye 
(not shown)

PN: 911116

Chlorinator Lid 
Only (with O-ring)
PN: 913281-3A

Pressure Pump Assembly
PN: 911008Accumulator Tank Assembly

PN: 911130
1” Feet Risers - 8 pack

PN: 911004

Power Adaptor
PN: 901009

Dye Pump 
Assembly

PN: 911010

Pressure Transducer 
(not shown)
PN: 901002

Standard 
Solenoid Valve 

Assembly

2” Gate Valve

PN: 911051

PN: 901055

Base Shroud
PN: 901007
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Joint
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(for Installation with 
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Note: Water Recovery System 
includes an internal airgap. Check 
local building codes for additional 
backflow requirements.
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2” Mechanical
Joint
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Lift Pump
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Note: Water Recovery System 
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local building codes for additional 
backflow requirements.
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Recover ® Greywater Recycling System   -   Limited Warranty
Congratulations on the purchase of your Recover® Residential Water Recovery System manufactured by Bio-Microbics, Inc. 
(Bio-Microbics).  Bio-Microbics warrants its products to be free from defects in materials and workmanship.  Faulty products 
will be repaired or replaced if it falls within the time period and limitations of this Warranty.  

What’s Covered?
I. Recover® Greywater Recycling System

18 months from product shipment or (1) year from the original installation (whichever comes first) - Bio-Microbics will 
be responsible for parts only, labour costs will be the responsibility of the owner.

II. Other Warranted Products
Other Recover® system products, accessories and replacement components not mentioned specifically in the Limited 
Warranty are covered for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase.  This Limited Warranty does NOT include 
labor charges.

Note: Filters & Motor Brushes are considered normal wear and tear items and are not covered under the warranty.

Warranty Registration and Service
Please fill out the enclosed OWNER’S REGISTRATION CARD  and return to Bio-Microbics.  This warranty shall only become 
effective if the registration is received within fourteen days of the date of installation, showing serial and model numbers, 
authorized distributor’s name and address and date of purchase.  The distributor is authorized to register the warranty on 
the purchaser’s behalf.  For service under this Limited Warranty, please contact your authorized Recover® distributor.

Warranty Transfers
This Limited Warranty is valid for the original owner and is transferrable to subsequent owners. 
This Limited Warranty is only valid for the original installation location.
Warranty transfer can be completed by calling Bio-Microbics, Inc.

Moving and want to bring your system with you?
The original owner may move the Recover® System to a subsequent location.  The disconnection and reconnection must be 
completed by an authorized installer. The warranty will terminate if the system is moved to a new location.

Limits on this Warranty
Bio-Microbics, Inc. agrees to replace or repair any parts which prove to be defective at manufacturer’s sole discretion upon 
inspection from an authorized distributor or their designated service contractor.
This warranty does not apply to any part of the building plumbing system connected to the Recover system, nor any defect 
caused as a result of improper installation.
This warranty shall not apply if normal prescribed maintenance has not been followed or if the products have been abused, 
misused, willfully damaged, damaged by fire, flood, or any act of God.
This warranty does not apply when the Recover System has been used for any purpose other than its intended use, including 
use in multi-family dwellings, commercial or industrial applications.
Seller’s products are carefully inspected for manufacturing defects. However, it is not always possible to detect hidden 
defects. Said products are warranted only to the extent that Seller will repair or replace, at sellers discretion and without 
charge, products proven to have manufacturing defects within the warranty period beginning the date of delivery thereof 
and provided Seller has been given an opportunity to inspect the product alleged to be defective and the installation or use 
thereof.

No Other Warranties
NO WARRANTY IS INCLUDED AGAINST ANY EXPENSE FOR REMOVAL, REINSTALLATION OR OTHER CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
ARISING FROM ANY DEFECT. THE WARRANTIES SET OUT ABOVE ARE THE ONLY WARRANTIES MADE BY SELLER AND ARE 
EXPRESSLY IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OTHER WARRANTY QUALITY.

Provincial and State Law
Some jurisdictions do not allow limitations on the duration of an implied warranty or the exclusion or limitation of the 
incidental, consequential or special damages.  This Limited Warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have 
other rights which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

Modification of the Limited Warranty
Bio-Microbics does not authorize any other person to assume for Bio-Microbics any other liability in connection with this 
product.  The distributor has no authority to make any representations on behalf of Bio-Microbics or to modify the terms 
of Recover systems' Limited Warranty in any way.

HAnderson
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by HAnderson
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Year 1
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 2
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 3
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 4
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 5
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 6
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 7
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 10
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 8
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 9
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Maintenance Log

Inspection Required

Maintenance Item Frequency Requirement

Disinfection of system annually Inspect, verify operation

Filter systems annually Inspect, clean & replace filter as 
required

Air gaps, backflow 
preventers annually Inspect as test to CAN/CSA 

B64.10.1.

Pressure tanks annually Inspect & verify operation

Pumps annually Inspect & verify operation

Warning labels annually Inspect & replace as necessary

Storage tanks annually Inspect & clean as necessary

Cross Connection test 5 years Inspect as required by CSA B128.1

Inspection Required

Maintenance Item Frequency Requirement

Disinfection of system annually Inspect, verify operation

Filter systems annually Inspect, clean & replace filter as 
required

Air gaps, backflow 
preventers annually Inspect as test to CAN/CSA 

B64.10.1.

Pressure tanks annually Inspect & verify operation

Pumps annually Inspect & verify operation

Warning labels annually Inspect & replace as necessary

Storage tanks annually Inspect & clean as necessary

Cross Connection test 5 years Inspect as required by CSA B128.1

Inspection Required

Maintenance Item Frequency Requirement

Disinfection of system annually Inspect, verify operation

Filter systems annually Inspect, clean & replace filter 
as required

Air gaps, backflow 
preventers annually Inspect as test to CAN/CSA 

B64.10.1.

Pressure tanks annually Inspect & verify operation

Pumps annually Inspect & verify operation

Warning labels annually Inspect & replace as necessary

Storage tanks annually Inspect & clean as necessary

Cross Connection test 5 years Inspect as required by CSA 
B128.1
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Year 11
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 12
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 13
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 14
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 15
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 16
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Inspection Required

Maintenance Item Frequency Requirement

Disinfection of system annually Inspect, verify operation

Filter systems annually Inspect, clean & replace filter 
as required

Air gaps, backflow 
preventers annually Inspect as test to CAN/CSA 

B64.10.1.

Pressure tanks annually Inspect & verify operation

Pumps annually Inspect & verify operation

Warning labels annually Inspect & replace as necessary

Storage tanks annually Inspect & clean as necessary

Cross Connection test 5 years Inspect as required by CSA 
B128.1

Year 17
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 20
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 18
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Year 19
Date
Complete

Technician
Signature

Maintenance Log

Inspection Required

Maintenance Item Frequency Requirement

Disinfection of system annually Inspect, verify operation

Filter systems annually Inspect, clean & replace filter as 
required

Air gaps, backflow 
preventers annually Inspect as test to CAN/CSA 

B64.10.1.

Pressure tanks annually Inspect & verify operation

Pumps annually Inspect & verify operation

Warning labels annually Inspect & replace as necessary

Storage tanks annually Inspect & clean as necessary

Cross Connection test 5 years Inspect as required by CSA B128.1

Inspection Required

Maintenance Item Frequency Requirement

Disinfection of system annually Inspect, verify operation

Filter systems annually Inspect, clean & replace filter as 
required

Air gaps, backflow 
preventers annually Inspect as test to CAN/CSA 

B64.10.1.

Pressure tanks annually Inspect & verify operation

Pumps annually Inspect & verify operation

Warning labels annually Inspect & replace as necessary

Storage tanks annually Inspect & clean as necessary

Cross Connection test 5 years Inspect as required by CSA B128.1
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Registration Card
Customer Copy

Please complete and keep with manual 
for future reference

Warranty Registration Card
Please complete and mail to validate 

warranty. Address on the reverse side.

Dealer / Installer Information Dealer / Installer Information

Name Name

Company Name Company Name

Phone Number Phone Number

Model Number Model Number

Date of Installation Date of Installation

Serial Number Serial Number

Email Address Email Address

(         ) (         )(         ) (         )

(         ) (         )

Telephone Number Telephone NumberFax Number Fax Number 

Address Address

City CityProvince or State Province or State

Postal or Zip Code Postal or Zip CodeDate of Purchase Date of Purchase

Country Country

Dealer Dealer

Dealer Telephone Number Dealer Telephone Number

Bio-Microbics, Inc.
8450 Cole Parkway

Shawnee, KS
800.753.FAST (3278)

onsite@biomicrobics.com

This original must be completed and 
mailed within 14 days of purchase to 

validate warranty.
Sustainable Water Solutions

Sustainable Water Solutions
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Bio-Microbics, Inc.
8450 Cole Parkway

Shawnee, KS 66227, USA
1-800-753-FAST(3278) 

Mail Warranty to:

Sustainable Water Solutions

Sustainable Water Solutions

www.biomicrobics.com

Recycle
Reuse
Save

Canplas Industries Ltd.
P.O. Box 1800, 500 Veterans Drive
Barrie, Ontario, Canada L4M 4V3
Toll Free: 1-800-461-5300

Made in Canada

Owner’s Manual / Installation Guide

Sustainable Water Solutions




